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ON THE INSIDE:

GSU professor readies for Congressional run
By Doug Kidd
doug_kidd @ hotmail.com

Geonffi-Arme
Covering the campus like a
swarm of gnats

Today's Weather
Mostly sunny
with a high of
74°F and a low
of54°F.

Out, m America
• An eight-year-old by in
California drives himself to
school in the family car.
• A teen in Georgia drives a stolen
car to the police station in a
desperate attempt to talk to his
girlfriend.
• An eighth grader in New
Hampshire gets suspended for
throwing a potato chip.
Page 3

Opinions
• Adam Brady points out that
terrorist threats are really nothing
new.
• Amanda Permenter notices the
changes in children's literature
since she was a kid.
Page 4

Sports;
• GSU Golf is heading to the
NCAA Championships in
Columbus, OH this weekend.

Criss-crossing the newly drawn
12 District, Republican candidate
Max Bums has spent the past week
drumming up support for his Congressional campaign.
Burns, a professor of Information Systems at Georgia Southern,
announced his candidacy after GOP
frontrunner Cleve Mobley dropped
out.
"This race is too important to
allow a candidate to represent the
GOP simply by default," Bums said.
"I was not actively seeking this position [before Mobley quit], but we
,h

needed someone who would represent all the people, so I'm in."
Bums, 53, joins a Republican field
that includes Burke County farmer
Woodrow Lovett and B arbara Dooley,
wife of the former UGA football coach.
Both Bums and Dooley entered the
race last week.
Dooley, though, has the backing of
several prominent state Republicans.
The Associated Press reported the
Athens radio talk show host was encouraged to ran by U.S. Reps. Jack
Kingston and Bob Barr and state Senate Minority Leader Eric Johnson.
"I've agreed to endorse her,"
Johnson said.

Bums, a former Screven County
commissioner, said his biggest challenge is people not knowing who he
is, a problem remedied by shaking
hands and making speeches.
"I certainly have to get my name
out," he said.
Bums has traveled the 14-county
district that stretches from Savannah
to Augusta to Athens extensively.
He has made a half-dozen stops in
Bulloch County, and at least two
appearances in every other county.
"I've got to have grass-root support, which means going to every
county and working hard every day,"
Burns said. "You can say Augusta is

Georgia may see increase in gas tax
Transportation
Director Ross
hints at price hike

• The recent case of a Jazzercise
applicant raises debate and
discussion about the size and
shape of fitness.

doug_kidd @ hotmail.com

The summer travel season is expected to kick gas prices up a notch,
but area drivers are still better off
than last year, paying an average of
24 cents less per gallon.
Statesboro gasoline prices averaged $1.19 for regular unleaded at
the start of the week, down from
$1.43 in May 2001.
But consumers might need to
worry about a larger increase in the
future, and this one might be more
permanent than a seasonal price
spike.
Georgia's transportation director suggested the state should inr
crease its lowest-in-fhe-nation gasoline tax in order to pay for public
transit, particularly in metro Atlanta.
"The highest-growth counties in
the country are here, and we have
the lowest gasoline tax," Catherine
Ross said to the Associated Press.
Ross, appointed by Gov. Roy
Barnes to head the Georgia Regional
Transportation Authority in 1999,
hasn't said'outright a tax increase
should be implemented. But she
said it is something "that needs to be
examined in the future at some
Allison Bennett/ STAFF

PUMPING UP PRICES?: A GSU student pumps gas at the Chevron on Chandler Road.

r^PTT ATIMP A TTCT71\JI7C£# Stage Makeup course teaches an
V-JUyVllTN^ A LllMUN££b, important detail of fine theater
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By Allison Bennett
EtTuAllison @ aol.com

Arts
AEntertainment
• Samuel L. Jackson is one of the
original Jedi masters in 'Attack
of the Clones.'
• Martin Lawrence gives a new
name to the dark ages in 'The
Black Knight.'

—-■-—-- r"T

uthern
Events
MEMORIAL DAY
• No classes will be held this
Monday. May 27. and all
administration offices will
be closed.
M
* The campus radio station,
91.9 :WVGS has anew
summer lineup. Tune in for
,new music.

Where is it?
Covering 14 counties, the district
runs north from Savannah, to
Augusta, up to Athens.
Current Representative:
New district
What happened?
Statesboro and the rest of
Bulloch County has been shifted
from the 1st District to the 12th after
the Georgia legislature redrew
district lines after the 2000 census.

Summer enrollment
hits all time high
Eccess 13_ @ hotmail.com

By Doug Kidd

See Gas, Page 5

See Burns, Page 5

About District 12

By Mickauna Love
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Features

a critical region, but so is Statesboro.
"I can't ignore any region."
He has also concentrated on raising money for his campaign. Bums
said his plan is to go to traditional
donors of the Republican party, explain his platform and see if they will
get behind him.
"The reason I'm in the race is to
give people a choice," he said. "We
need to see who's the best Republican candidate."
Mobley was thought to be that
choice, especially after he raised
$236,000 by the end of April—more

Allison Bennett/ STAFF

PRETTY WOMAN: Laura, a theater major, used stage makeup to
transform herself into Julia Roberts for her 'creating a celebrity likeness'
assignment.

Hulk Hogan combed his mustache, while Marlon
Brando rolled a pack of cigarettes in his shirtsleeve
and Julia Roberts perfected her sultry pose.
Gary Dartt's Stage Makeup class created likenesses from photos for their final exam. The likenesses included Hulk Hogan, Marlon Brando, Julia
Roberts, Gwen Stefani, even Elvis. The students
reshaped their faces and added distinctive features to
make them look more like their chosen celebrity.
What is Stage Makeup?
The GSU catalog describes THE A 13.11, Stage
Makeup, as a course which "offers students an introduction to basic make-up materials and techniques of
application." Though the description isn't very detailed, the class itself is much more lively and exciting.
Theatre professor Gary Dartt, who teaches Stage
Makeup, describes his course. "The class seeks to
provide the student experience in the creation of
unique looks for characters in stage plays."
Stage Makeup, a one credit hour course, is only
offered once every two years. Because of this, the
class is not very well known by students or faculty at
GSU.
The Metamorphis
Creating a likeness based on a photograph is not
nearly as easy as it might sound. The bone structure
of the celebrity has to be studied and recreated in the
actor's face, as does the lighting and shadows of the
photo, the colors of the skintone, and even the
celebrity's hair and costume.
The students put in a considerable amount of time
researching celebrities that they would be able to
resemble, and then creating a makeup scheme that
See Makeup, Page 6

It might be summer, but a record number of students have left the campus feeling a little crowded.
A little less than 7,000 students are enrolled this
summer, breaking the record of 6,402 students in
1993, according to the Registrar's office.
Despite the high en^^^^^^^^^^^^
rollment, most students
"SUMMER
are not planning to stay
the entire summer, said
SCHOOL IS MORE
Registrar Mike Deal.
RELAXED AND I
"The five week,
short terms appear to
CAME TO CATCH
be the most popular,"
UP SO I CAN
he said. Deal said that
Term A has the most
GRADUATE. "
number of students en-BRANDI
rolled, followed by
DONNELLY,
Term B. The 10 week
EDUCATION
MAJOR
Long Term has the fewest percentage of stu——^^—^^—mm—
dents enrolled.
Students gave different reasons for not going home
after Spring semester, including catching up and getting tedious classes out of the way.
"Summer school is more relaxed and I came to
catch up so I can graduate," said Brandi Donnelly, a
sophomore education major.
Even the administration has suggestions as to why
summer enrollment has increased this year.
"There is a richer selection of courses offered
during the summer," said Dr. Jimmy Solomon, Dean
of the Allen E. Paulson College of Science and Technology.
As the second week of classes begins, students
should remember that summer school is faster paced
and it takes more of an effort to keep up, Solomon
said.

TYoopers to enforce
'Operation Click it or
Ticket' through June 2
G-A News Service

ATLANTA—Georgia State Troopers are preparing for a busy Memorial Day holiday weekend that
could see as many as 19 traffic deaths across the state,
according to commander Colonel George Ellis.
The State Patrol is predicting 2,420 traffic crashes,
740 injuries and 19 fatalities during the holiday period,
beginning Friday, May 24 through Monday, May 27.
Drunk drivers, speeders and drivers who transport
children unrestrained, top the list of violations which
troopers will be targeting.
"Each year, these factors are the recurring theme of
traffic crash reports involving.serious injury and fatalities," Ellis said. "Troopers will not hesitate to jail
an impaired driver."
Troopers will also be participating in Operation
Click it or Ticket, Georgia's seat belt program, from
May 20 until June 2. The campaign centers on the
holiday weekend in a national effort to save lives and
increase seat belt usage.
"Seat belt enforcement has been instrumental in
reducing serious injuries," Ellis said. "These same
patrols have also found drunk drivers, those with a
revoked drivers license, uninsured motorists and fugitives." •
He noted that troopers still find drivers who do not
restrain children in seat belts or child safety seats.
"The danger is compounded when children are
allowed to ride unrestrained in the front seat of vehicles equipped with passenger-side airbags," he said.
"Airbags are only effective when used with a seat
belt."
Last year during the Memorial Day holiday period,
Georgia recorded 2,175 crashes, 618 injuries and 16
fatalities. The highest number of fatalities for Memorial Day was 27 in 1969 and the lowest was lOin 1979.
)
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Police Beat
GSU Public Safety
05-19-2002
Matthew M. Brown, 28, of 24745
Highway 450 West, Unatilla, Fla., was
charged with DUI and improper U-turn.
05-17-2002
Stuart M. Bennett, 23, of 312 E.
53rd St., Savannah, was charged with
DUI and improper left turn.
05-14-2002
Carlo Jerome Flournoy, 26, of Rt. 1
• Box 605, Irwington, Ga., was charged
with driving with suspended license.
05-13-2002
Jorge A. Guzman, 23, of No. 1 Lanier
Trailer Park, was charged with DUI,
failure to maintain lane and no proof of

05-09-2002
■ EdwardJ.Morgan,21,ofStatesboro,
was charged with misdemeanor obstruction.
05-03-2002
John Stafford, 21, of 1710 Georgia
Ave., was charged with entering auto
(two counts) and financial transaction
card fraud.
05-06-2002
A Parking and Transportation employee reported someone had spray
painted graffiti on the walls of their
storage room at Oxford Hall.
Sevron Johnson, 22, of Statesboro,
.was charged with no tail lights and
being a wanted person.
05-07-2002
A University Housing employee reported someone had broken the glass on
;bnc of the entry doors to Johnson Hall.

Jonathan Leonard, 20, of Richmond
Hill, was charged with minor in possession of alcohol.
04-30-2002
A Johnson Hall resident reported
the theft of some medication from his
room.
A student reported someone entered
her vehicle while it was parked in the
Hanner parking lot and took her cell
phone.
04-29-2002
A Dorman Hall resident reported
being struck by an unknown person.
A Winburn Hall student reported a
laptop computer missing from his room.
A Hanner employee reported several items missing from a storage room
located at Oxford Hall.
04-27-2002
Matthew Ryan Bradford, 22, of
Brooklet, was charged with public
drunk.
William A. Schlott, 19, of Watson
Hall, was charged with minor in possession/consumption of alcohol and criminal trespass.
Joshua Craig Canzoneri, 19, of
Watson Hall, was charged with minor in
possession/consumption of alcohol.
04-28-2002
Michael Ryan Handley, 20, of
Kennedy Hall, was charged with minor
in possession/consumption of alcohol.
04-25-2002
LaToya Queshonta Williams reported that someone unknown scratched

State News Brief
her green 1995 Mazda 626 while it was
parked in the Johnson Hall parking lot.

More luxury carmakers jump into SUV game

David Lee Zimmerman reported that
someone unknown took a blue spiral
grade book from his office in the Newton Building.

Associated Press

Drew Thomas Bain reported that
someone unknown stole his small refrigerator from outside his room in
Winburn Hall.
John Wesley Tyler reported that
someone unknown removed two rear
passenger seats from a Russell Union
van.
Jason Wayne Jiske reported that
someone stole a Sony brand CD car
stereo and a CD case containing several
CDs from his gray 1990 Honda accord
while it was parked in the Winburn
Hall/Olliff Hall parking lot.
Karen Renee Dupont, 23, of 1435
Anderson Road, was charged with driving while license is suspended and expired decal.
05-20-2002
Thomas Ryan Stark, 24, of 828 Park
Way, St. Simons, Ga., was charged
with public drunk and disorderly conduct.
-Today's Police Beat
information is compiled by Amanda
Permenter, Managing Editor,
Editor's Note: Police Beat
appears in every edition of the
George-Anne in an effort to inform
the GSU community of the amount
and nature of crime. All reports are
public information and can be
obtained at either the GSU Division
of P,ublic Safety or the Statesboro
Police Department.

S.C. doctor to open middle Georgia wildlife preserve
Associated Press
BUTLER, Ga. - A South Carolina doctor with a passion for the
outdoors is preparing to open a
2,800-acre wildlife preserve in
Taylor County.
Dr. Jerry K. Williams Jr., a
neurologist fromGreenville, S.C,
has agreed to buy the land southwest of the town of Butler. He
plans to sell 100 five-acre lots for
residential development and keep
the remaining 2,300 acres for wildlife and environmental management.
His first such preserve, the 726acre Burban Creek in northern
Greenville County, S.C, sold all
31 lots in less than six months, he
said. Williams said he already has
commitments for nine of the first
10 lots, which will sell for
$100,000 each.
"Hunters are very passionate
about their hobby and are willing
""—"

to pay to have a place to protect as
their own for their hobby and passion of hunting," said Williams, who
described himself as'a lifelong
outdoorsman.
The Taylor County project,
which will be called Burban Creek
Plantation, will not offerpublic hunting, fishing or outdoor opportunities. Resident members, their families and guests will have restricted
use.
"There are probably 900 deer on
this acreage with over 370 acres of
year-round plantings," Williams
said. "I cannot emphasize how intensely it is managed for deer, turkey, quail and dove. We hope to
work on waterfowl management."
The property, off Georgia Highway 137 between Columbus and
Macon, contains a seven-acre beaver pond and a one-acre catfish pond
where members can fish. An area
will be set aside for camping at cer-

miiwuwiwiii m ■■ ■■

tain times.
Small-game hunting for rabbit
and squirrel also will be allowed,
although hunting bag limits may
be more restrictive than state regulations, Williams said.
"We are very sensitive to the
conservation issues, specifically
habitat preservation and waterquality management," he said.
The development will require
that homes be a minimum 1,700
square feet with only one house on
a five-acre tract, he said. An architectural review committee will be
set up to guide the development.
Annual membership dues to a
homeowner's association will be
$1,500 to $2,000.
Members will be able to go to
a Web site to reserve a deer stand
when they want to hunt.
Williams said he plans similar
developments, possibly in Florida
and Texas.
mwivwmmmmmmmmmmmmm

ATLANTA - If the roughneck
Jeep Wagoneer of the early' 60s was
the father of the modern sport-utility vehicle, then the new luxury
SUVs roaring into the market are its
haughty and extravagant offspring.
Chunky and rugged on the outside, they boast the smooth ride and
interior appointments of finer European luxury sedans. Models by such
vaunted makers as Mercedes-Benz
and BMW are being snapped up by
executives, status seekers and upper-income soccer moms unwilling
to settle for a minivan or the same
garden variety SUV as the folks
next door.
With sticker prices starting at
around $35,000, they're not for everybody. But the burgeoning demand
for SUVs with classic nameplates
has drawn entries from most luxury
carmakers, with new models due
later this year from Volvo and
Porsche, the latter a brand more commonly associated with zero-to-60
than cargo space and leg room.
"There's a ton of competition, no
doubt about it," says Todd Miller,
whose Atlanta dealership sells British-made Land Rovers, the original
status-symbol sport-utility. "Everybody wants to get on the SUV bandwagon, so it is crowded."
James Thome, a vice president
with WebMD Inc. in Atlanta, says
he came from a "Mercedes family,"
so the Mercedes-Benz ML320 was a
logical choice when he went SUV
shopping two years ago.
Thome, 33, says he and his wife*
liked Mercedes' reputation for reliability and comfort, plus enough
room to load up their two dogs for an
extended road trip. And, he says,
"It's a little bit of the mystique of a
Mercedes. It's a little bit about having that hood ornament."
SUVs became a boon for luxury
carmakers over the past two or three
years, with some of them now outselling venerable sedans in their line,
says Csaba Csere, editor-in-chief of
Car and Driver magazine.
The Lexus RX300, for instance,

Internet Photo
BRAND LOYALTY: Car makers are meeting the demands of consumers
who are looking for their favorite name on SUVs.
is not only the most popular luxury
SUV, it's also the Toyota-owned
company's best-selling vehicle. Jay
Burnett, sales manager for Hennessy
Lexus of Atlanta, says SUV buyers
now account for 35 to 45 percent of
his business.
Csere notes that high-end SUVs
are in demand also because they
tend to range among the least expensive machines offered by the prestige brands. That's the case with
Mercedes-Benz, whose ML320
SUV starts at a relatively low
$36,000.
Thorn Cawley, a 38-year-old IT
development manager, in Atlanta,
leased a loaded $46,000 BMW X5
in March. Because the BMW holds
its value so well, lease terms were
comparable to any of the big American SUVs, he says.
"I'd owned three Ford Explorers
and was looking for something different," he says. "It's very comfortable, it's very quiet. The handling is
night and day. It handles like a sports
car, not like a truck."
Among the new models, Volvo's
XC90 will appear in the showrooms
this fall, touting numerous high-tech
safety features and a sticker of
around $40,000.
The Porsche Cayenne SUV Was
launched in Europe in March, with a
hood and headlights that look like
they were borrowed from the German automaker's classic 911. And

Fiery crash kills three, puts two in hospital
Associated Press
HINESVILLE, Ga. - A crash on
Interstate 95 killed three South Carolina men and injured two others.
Cpl. R.L. Dunsmore, of the
Hinesville post of the Georgia State
Patrol, said a 1996 Chevrolet Impala
carrying five people slammed backward into a tree and burst into flames
about 6:55 a.m. Sunday.
Three bodies were recovered from
the car, which was burned so that
neither the license plate nor the ve-

hicle identification number was legible, authorities said.
Those killed were Quenton Pierre
Savage, 19; Jerel Brandon, 19; and
James Ruth, 18, according to Trooper
B.D. Durrence. All the victims were
from Union, S.C.
Two other men - 17-year-old
Adrian Salter and 18-year-old
Jermaine Savage - were thrown from
the car and survived. They were transported to the burn unit of Doctors
Hospital in Augusta, Dunsmore said.

Union (S.C.) High School football coach Mike Anthony told a
Greenville, S.C, television station
the five young men played on his
state championship teams in 1999
and 2000. Anthony told WYFF-TV
he spent much' of Sunday talking
with the players' families in Union.
Another car, carrying a Virginia
couple and their three-year-old son
to Disney World, flipped and ended
up in the median. No one in that car
was injured in the wreck.

wmmm

"Framing The Past, Picturing the Future"
Congratulations to Eagle Entertainment
For programming a great year of fun, creative, and energetic activities!
Eagle Entertainment 2001-02 Team Leaders

with a power plant that takes it from
zero to 62 mph in 5.6 seconds, it's
not your grandfather's Wagoneer.
Porsche says the Cayenne will
be available here soon. It is expected
to compete with high-end MercedesBenz, BMW and Land Rover models in the $60,000-and-up range.
The new entries will join a
crowded luxury SUV market that
also includes Acura, Infiniti,
Cadillac and Lincoln.
The hulking, powerful Cadillac
Escalade - at $50,000 and up - has
found a niche market with professional athletes and other affluent
African-Americans. For others with
cash to burn, General Motors makes
a civilian version of the Hummer
military vehicle for about $ 100,000.
"It's not a large market, but it's a
good market," says Bill Gironda,
field marketing manager for BMW
of North America, admiring the new
$67,000 top-of-the-line X5 at the
International Auto Show in Atlanta
recently. "We have a lot of other
competition out there."
Csere says many models are being tweaked for 2003 to add more
luxury features, such as powered
retractable running boards and thirdrow seats that fold down at the flip
of a switch.
"They're really throwing luxury
into these machines," he says,
"they're not just charging abig price
tag for them."

2001-2002 Awards and Presentations
Academic Excellence Award
Most Valuable Team Leader
Most Improved Team Leader
Most Authentic Program Award
Advisor's Award

Amity Zvanut
Dontavius Jefferson
Latoya Oglesby
Iman Freeman
LaChieka Miller

Williams Center room 2023
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460

How to reach us
ADVERTISING:
681-5418
STORY OR PHOTOS:
681-5246
FAX NUMBER:
486-7113
E-MAIL TO:
g-a@gasou.edu

Editorial Board
Justin Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
gaeditor @ gasou.edu

Left to Right: Latoya Oglesby, Tobias Mathis, Amity Zvant,
Iman Freeman, Dontavius Jefferson, LaChieka Miller

THANK YOU FOR ALL OF YOUR
HARD WORK AND DEDICATION

Eagle Entertainment also congratulates the following students for
being selected as your new

Tim Prizer
Managing Editor
gamed ©gasou.edu

2002-2003 Eagle Entertainment
Team Leaders

Amanda Permenter
News Editor
ganewsed® gasou.edu

Joy Caine
Brain Gibson
Dontavius Jefferson
Clifton Reese
Michael S. Terrell
Tanesha Wilkins

Public Relations/PR Team Leader
Global Awareness Team Leader
Eagle Cinema Team Leader
Major Productions Team Leader
Traditions and Spirit Team Leader
Public Relations/ PR Team Leader

It is a desire of The George-Anne
to print the news ofGeorgia Southern University as accurately as
possible. Ifyou believe that something covered is in error, contact
the editor at 681-5246 as soon as
possible.

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All.

STEAKS • SEAFiOB

ONLY IN AMERICA
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California

8-year-old Antioch
boy drives himself to
school
ANTIOCH- An 8-year-old boy
had to get to school, so he drove
himself.
The 4-foot-tall second-grader at
Fremont Elementary School drove
his family's 2002 Hyundai 11/2 miles
from his home to school Tuesday
morning.
"I was supposed to be going to
class, I got the keys and in a few
minutes I was going to class," the
boy said Thursday.
He even made his way through a
construction zone. When asked how
he managed to arrive safely at school,
he said he " was still trying to figure
that out."
"He's a neat little kid, but he's
short; he is one of my shorter kids. I
can't understand how he can see out
the window and drive at the same
time," said his teacher, Jeannie Trammel.
"I scooted my seat up," the boy
said.
The boy was issued a ticket by
Antioch police for driving without a
license. His mother was not cited.
The mother could not be reached for
comment.
Police could not explain how the
boy learned to drive.

mm

Georgia

Teen drives stolen car
to police station
SAVANNAH- A teen-ager who
stopped at a police station to talk
with his girlfriend was arrested on
the spot after driving a stolen car
there.
Terrance Frazier, 17, of Savannah, was booked in Chatham County
jail on a charge of theft by receiving
a stolen vehicle. About 3 p.m.
Wednesday, the teen parked the car,
walked into Savannah Police Precinct J and was promptly arrested.
Minutes earlier during roll call, a
Savannah police sergeant had told
officers about a stolen green Honda
Accord. The sergeant described the
car in detail, right down to its license
tag, Savannah police spokesman
Bucky Burnsed said.
Officer Harry Henderson happened to see it near his patrol car.
"Thinking this is too good to be
true, Henderson went back in the
precinct to check the lookout information," Burnsed said.
The teen had walked inside to
talk with his girlfriend, who was at
the precinct on another matter.
The car was returned to its owner.

o

Louisiana

Teacher fired after
students forced to
simulate sex act
CLINTON- An elementary
school teacher has been fired after allegedly making four students show the class the simulated sexual act which three reportedly had done on their own
in a bathroom.
The action was taken Tuesday
by the East Feliciana Parish
School Board after a closed-door
hearing. School board members
would not detail the allegation
against second-grade teacher
Ernestine Spurlock.
Amanda Delaughter, mother
of one of Spurlock's former students, said the teacher made her
son and three other students perform sexual motions in front of
the class on Feb. 24.
Delaughter said one of
Suprlock's students used the
restroom and found three other
boys " humping the wall." The
student told Spurlock, who allegedly first made him, then later
the other students, demonstrate
the motion in front of the class,
Delaughter said.
Spurlock and her attorney,
Buck Kleinpeter, declined comment on the allegations. They
could appeal her firing to state
district court.
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MONDAY

CRAZY BAR GAMES!
Win FREE Drinks

$2 Long Necks

TUESDAY
wM New Hampshire
Eighth-grade girl
suspended for
throwing potato chip
DOVER- Dover Middle School's
" zero tolerance" policy for certain
behavior has come under question
by a mother whose daughter was
suspended for throwing a potato chip.
Samantha Case, who is in eighth
grade, was in the school cafeteria on
April 5 when she threw a potato chip
at another pupil she said had insulted
her, according to her mother, Elaine
Case.
Elaine Case said Dean of Students Lynn Wissink, who was in the
cafeteria at the time, immediately
called Samantha into her office and
handed out a one-day in-school suspension.
Violating a school policy that prohibits pupils from throwing food also
included a 20-minute detention, a
cafeteria clean-up assignment and
dismissal from the student council,
which Samantha had served on as
secretary.
The school administration also
banned Samantha from attending an
eighth-grade dinner and dance event
and said she couldn't attend school
assemblies for 30 days, according to
her mother.
School officials declined to comment.
The Case family's appeal to the
school board is scheduled for Tuesday, Elaine Case said.
Elaine said Principal John
O'Connor explained that the school
has had problems with pupils throwing food and had set a strict policy to
deal with the issue. O'Connor said
pupils had been made well aware of
the policy, Elaine Case said.
Elaine Case said she and her husband did not oppose punishing pupils, including Samantha.
" But I think the punishment absolutely overshadowed the goal
here," she said.
" Zero tolerance is appropriate
for certain behaviors," she said. It is
not suitable for food throwing, she
said.
O'Connor and Wissink rejected
changing any terms of the punishment, she said.
After S amantha completed her inschool suspension, the parents met
with Superintendent of Schools
Armand LaSelva, who said she could
attend the dinner and dance and returned her to the student council.

o

Iowa

Man arrested for
exposing too much
with skimpy
underwear
COUNCIL BLUFFS- In the wake
of the recent arrest of a male bicyclist
wearing only a too-skimpy pair of
women's panties, authorities have
assured residents they will not cite
sunbathers or swimmers who are
dressed appropriately.
" If you go to the swimming pool,
then you know what you're going to
see," City Prosecutor Shelly Sedlak
said. " I wouldn't expect to see that
when I'm in my front yard."
The man arrested last week rode
his bicycle past a father and his children playing in their front yard. The
40-year-old bicyclist was wearing
only black sheen panties that revealed
a portion of his buttocks.
The city code says genitals and
buttocks must be covered by a fully
opaque covering.
The man pleaded guilty and was

Open Mic Night

sentenced to a day in jail.
City Attorney Dick Wade said
the ordinance would be enforced only
in extreme cases this summer.

©

New Jersey

Ladie's Night

Man suffers multiple
leg fractures in goose
attack

$2.50 Jim Beam j
Penny Wines
At 9:00

After Midnight
$1 Vodkas

THURSDAY

HARDING TOWNSHIP- A hiker
trying to escape from an angry goose
fell and suffered multiple leg fractures, then had to wait two hours
until rescuers could locate him.
The victim, a 40-year-old Florham
Park man, was attacked around 8
a.m. Saturday in the Harding Township section of the Great Swamp, a
nature site in Morris County. The
goose has not been captured as of
early Wednesday, and it was not
known what prompted the attack.
After he fell, the man was unable
to move and used his cell phone to
call for help. Authorities and emergency services personnel from five
towns began searching for the victim, who was found around 10 a.m.
by Long Hill Police Officer Gary
Bauer.
Authorities said the man was
taken to Morristown Memorial Hospital, where he was being treated for
his injuries.

o

$2 Wells
$3PBR Pitchers
WEDNESDAY

$2 Wells
FRIDAY
$2 Coronas & $2 Bourbons
SATURDAY

$2 Vodkas
COTOLI!

En|©y GE©a.t F@@d iiud Git^t Feat

ALL DAY EVERY DAY $5 Pitchers PBR and $1.50 16 oz Drafts PBR

!! HAPPY HOUR !! Mon-Fri 3-6, Sat 11-6
2 For 1 Appetizers and Drinks

Ohio

CAMPUS CLUB

Just as man tries to
sell his house, a big
hole arrives

OF STATESBORO APARTMENTS
Privately owned & operated

GARFIELD HEIGHTS- David
Dostal's plans to sell his house are
falling apart.
He last showed his home in this
Cleveland suburb last Wednesday to
a prospective buyer. Then Thursday,
Dostal's son, John, 14, one of 11
children in the family, went into the
basement and noticed that two' cinder blocks at the base of the back
wall had popped out.
Soon, it was a 22-foot foundation
hole. Then rain began washing some
of the back yard into the basement.
A construction company has bolstered the home to guard against a
total collapse. Dostal has insurance,
but his company, State Farm, told
him it will not pay on his claim.
Adjusters have concluded that earth
movement caused the damage. That
is considered an act of nature excluded in typical homeowners coverage.
The Dostals had already planned
to move to a farm house on 12 acres
in New Baltimore, Stark County. But
they were counting on the sale of
their Garfield Heights house.
Dostal, who works for a remodeling company, said that if he does the
work himself, it will cost at least
$20,000. If he hires it out, the cost
will more than double. Last week he
was asking $120,000 for the house.
The back yards of houses on
Andover Boulevard get extensive
water runoff from a 40-foot hill that
peaks 80 yards from the houses.
Mayor Thomas Longo, who
viewed the home on Sunday, said he
does not know the cause but is
unconvinced it is earth movement.
" A wall just doesn't collapse," he
said." It gives signals. There were no
signals."
State Farm spokesman Brian
Maze said that unless Dostal can
show structural damage before the
collapse, there is no coverage.
" Earth movement is not covered,
meaning sinking, rising, erosion,
shifting, mud flow, mudslide or volcanic explosion," he said.

NOW LEASING FOR AUGUST 2002
First all-inclusive gated apartment community in Statesboro!
One check, once a month pays for all your housing needs!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electric
Water & sewer
Pest Control
DSL Internet in every bedroom
Private phone line in every bedroom
Basic expanded cable service (48 channels)
in every bedroom & living room

Three floor plans to choose from to fit
ybur lifestyle needs
• 2 bedroom/2 bath - $449/month/person
• 3 bedroom/3 bath - $429/month/person
• 4 bedroom/4 bath - $399/month/person
Location premiums apply.

Every apartment includes a private
bedroom with personal bathroom for
each resident
Each apartment is furnished with:
• Full-size beds in every bedroom
• Built-in study center in each bedroom
• Ceiling fans
• Walk-in laundry room with extra large
capacity washer and dryer
• Living room sofa, chair and table
• Dining room table and chairs

Stop by and visit to get a first hand look at an all- • Entertainment stand with a 27" color TV, |
inclusive community with a distinctive lifestyle!
• Screened balcony with patio furniture
Leasing office hours: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm
Saturday 10am-5pm
• Alarm system in each unit
Sunday lpm-5pm
• Fully equipped kitchen
• Amenities include pool, fitness center,
basketball and sand volleyball courts,
computer lab and study rooms
• And more!

THE ULTIMATE IN
AFFORDABLE
LIVING!
211 Lanier Drive
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 681-CLUB (2582)
www.campusclub-gsu.com
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GEORGE-ANNE

THUMB

A

•THUMBS UP to the new
'Star Wars' movie. It
makes up for the last one

3

W

•THUMBS DOWN
to two-hour summer
classes every day.

• THUMBS UP to this being the first
edition of the summer.
• THUMBS DOWN to final exams on
Saturdays this summer.
• THUMBS UP to a hockey team from
the South making it to the NHL semifinals.
Go Canes!

(=41

•THUMBS DOWN
to the lack of summer
eating options on campus.

• The average American doesn't really
believe he is having a good time unless he is
doing something he can't afford. Anonymous
• News is the first rough draft of history.
Philip L. Graham
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor,
story submissions and guest columns from people both
inside and outside the GSU community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed
and include a mailing address and phone number for
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A
writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it
will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the
name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Fear of attacks are nothing new
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. little over a year ago, I was lucky enough to travel
overseas to study abroad in Italy.
As I wandered through the streets of Rome on a
weekend excursion trying to locate the hotel I'd be
staying in, I happened to pass by the United States
Embassy. In front of the building were two officers of the
Italian "Carabineri" - Italian military police - standing
watch over the surrounding area. Each had automatic
weapons strapped over their shoulders and a solid look of
seriousness in their eyes.
It wasn't until several months later that I would understand the need for such a thing. And yet, even after one of
the most terrible attacks of terror upon our nation,
America's leaders still maintain that the events of September 11th came unexpectedly.
Beginning during the Clinton administration in 1999,
government agencies published reports of bin Laden and
al-Qaida's capabilities to hijack airliners. One analysis
went so far as to warn that those same hijacked planes
could be crashed into government buildings. Defense
Secretary Rumsfeld admitted that the Bush administration had been notified of intelligence reports suggesting
that al-Qaida was planning airplane hijackings. One such
report even suggested that terrorists could be training
here in America, in our very flight schools. Even after the
open acknowledgement of such reports, the White House
continues to deny that any past speculation could have
pointed to the events of September 1 l'h.
And how right some of these speculations turned out
to be.
In a country where terrorist threats are as common as
owning a cell-phone, it's obvious that knowing when and

where the next attack
could take place is
nearly impossible.
But after nearly two
years of reports from
the FAA, CIA, and
FBI, it's hard to understand how significant action was not
taken to prevent terrorists from striking
us here at home.
Whatever it was
that kept the nation
blind-beitmiscommunication or simple
stupidity - there is
no way of turning
back the clock and preventing one of the most significant
and deadly events in our nation's history.
But we can stop another tragedy before it's too late.
As an election year it's obvious that America's politicians will be looking for the upper hand in their prospective bids for Congress. And as politicians, they will use
any means necessary to get themselves elected: even a
national tragedy.
Whatever was known beforehand, whoever possessed
the information, and why it was not acted upon earlier
should have no bearing on our choice of leadership for the
coming years.
Democrats are pointing fingers and claiming it was the
Republican faction on Capitol Hill and the Republican

president who should be held accountable. Republicans
are accusing Democrats of attempting to sway the population by blaming the events of September lllh on the
Republican-controlled White House.
It seems that somewhere in the struggle the real
problem has been forgotten. We should be more concerned with knowing why so many people had to die in
what is fast becoming one of the largest intelligence
blunders in our history - not which party should be
blamed.
What's worse is while our nation's leaders bicker over
who knew what, more threats are being acknowledged,
these much more serious than previous ones. Vice President Dick Cheney has not warned of another strike, but
stated that another attack is imminent. This time, terrorists are expected to use nuclear or biological weapons to
strike at our security. What's worse, it's also thought that
these men are already here, living among us.
I'm not saying by any means that we need to convert
to a military state with metal detectors at every sandwich
shop's door and V-chips inserted into all of our arms. We
only need to pay attention to the warnings and credible
threats provided by those whose job it is to protect our
very lives. We must act to stop those who threaten our
nation, but only when action is necessary.
As far as the elections are concerned, I expect many of
the candidates to make promises to work to capture those
who threaten our nation's future. Just be careful to vote
into office those who are more concerned with our nation's
future than their own.
Adam Brady is the^A&E editor of The George-Anne
and may be reached at that_guy@stouthouse.org.

You can't judge a book by its reader
hildren's literature has changed in quiet ways since
I was a kid.
Nothing can be predicted with perfect accuracy, but
methods of contrasting history and present times have
great value. We naturally wonder about what lays ahead the qualities of the people who will eventually work for us,
and those people's offspring. I want to know what will be
going through the brains of the kids who will sit in our
classrooms twenty years from now, the ones I'll be trying
to teach.
If you ever get curious, go to the children's section of
your local bookstore. From there it is surprisingly easy to
identify what is shaping the people whose heretofore not
conceived social contributions will someday affect
everyone's quality of life.
*
According to the National Institute for Literacy, 94
percent of American kids are well on their way to reading
competency by the end of kindergarten. (Though a frighteningly large faction of children attains first impressions
of the world from television, they haven't stopped learning
to read in school...yet. But, that's another column.) Besides high literacy rates, there are a lot more ways for
youngsters to acquire books these aays. Books can be
sought and bought on the Internet, and there are major
high-tech innovations that I would have flipped for as a
kid, like "Audio books" and "eBooks."
During a stop in Macon over my short summer break,
I dropped into one of my favorite places in the world Barnes & Noble. I was intrigued with what I discovered by
wandering into the children's section.
Some things simply haven't changed, or are too timeless to be subject to much altercation. Remember the book
"Goodnight Moon," by Margaret Wise Brown and Clement Hurd? It's still second on the Top Five list of books for
ages four through eight. Shel Silverstein's "Where the

Sidewalk Ends" is
still on the Top Ten
c-h i 1 d r e n ' s
bestsellers list at
number nine. A
quarter of a century
after the first "Star
Wars" film debuted,
"Attack of the
Clones
Movie
Storybook" rests
comfortably
at
number six on that
list. The show
"Reading Rainbow" is still recommending books today, after pioneering recognition of racial and social diversification in
children's books since its first episode in 1983.
On the other hand, a lot of things have changed - many
for the better and others in less admirable ways. Some
guy named David Wiesner recently re-wrote the story of
The Three Pigs so that Pig Number One gets blown away
with his straw house and appears in some random location
on each page of the book. It's the number four bestseller
right now. Congratulations, Mr. Wiesner: Way to make
barrels of money off a story most of us could recite from
memory.
Replacing old favorites like The Hardy Boys series are
Harry Potter books, which currently occupy the number four
and five spots on the list of Top Five children's books.
I feel like a scoundrel just telling you this, but if you've
been holding on to any of the original Dr. Seuss favorites
with which my generation was raised, you might be sitting on

a gold mine. Since the famous author's death on September
24,1991, the prices of vintage, hardcover first editions of his
books can be found topping out at near $1000.
Racial representation has improved immensely since the
days of my youth, as have books on subjects of history that
were once grossly glossed over, from American wars to
American Indians. Books with fun themes have emerged
that, in a Forrest Gump-like fashion, present historical events
from a personal perspective by following the corresponding
lives of young characters.
The identity of hero characters has showed marked
progression. The Newbery Award Winning book when I was
growing up in 1985 was "The Hero and the Crown," by
Robin McKinley. The story contains a default line-up of evil
witches and white wizards, but the hero of the story is a girl.
In 1999, the Newbery Award went to Christopher Paul
Curtis' "Bud, Not Buddy," in which the hero is a ten-year-old
black orphan searching for his father during the Great
Depression.
Most of the books I grew up with gave birth to the "token"
ethnic character. I was lucky to have parents who searched
for diversity in literature for me, but many kids didn't.
Fortunately, that is becoming less of a problem. There are
entire areas of the children's section devoted to literature
featuring characters of other ethnicities.
Diversification is good. But, if we examine it further, it
hasn't integrated very much. Parents are still buying the
books that relate to their own cultures and conceptions of
history. There is a shelf for blacks, a shelf for Asians and the
same old shelf for whites. While we've come a long way, I
propose that we take it one step farther.
Throw them all on one shelf together and let the kids sort
them out.
AmandaPermenteristhemanagingeditorofTheGeorgeAnne and she can be reached at gamed@gasou.edu.
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Bush challenges Castro to ensure free elections,
says embargo will remain until democracy emerges
KRT Campus

WASHINGTON - Dismissing
Fidel Castro as a tyrannical "relic
from another era," President Bush on
Monday vowed to strictly enforce
the economic embargo against the
Communist island until the Cuban
president changes his ways.
In a shift of policy that one supporter likened to switching from defense to offense, Bush challenged
Castro to ensure certifiably free elections for the National Assembly next
year and to embrace democracy.

"Full normalization of relations
with Cuba, diplomatic recognition,
open trade and a robust aid program
will be possible when Cuba has a
new government that is fully democratic, when the rule of law is respected and when the human rights
of all Cubans are fully protected,"
Bush said.
The president outlined his Initiative for a New Cuba in a speech to
Cuban-Americans and other supporters at the White House on Monday
morning. Then, he flew to Miami to

KRT Campus

EMBARGO: President George W. B ush delivers remarks on democracy
and freedom in Cuba in the East Room of the White House, Monday, May
20.

repeat much of it at a Cuban Independence Day rally and to attend a $2
million fund-raising dinner for his
brother, Gov. Jeb Bush, who is seeking re-election.
The Cuban-American vote, normally heavily Republican, has become critical in Florida, where the
president squeezed out a recount victory in 2000 after the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled 5-to-4 in his favor.
On Monday, he received a rousing ovation by the mostly CubanAmerican crowd at the Miami rally
and was hailed by supporters in Congress who want to maintain the hard
line against Cuba, though there was
no expectation that Castro would ease
his grip on the island even a notch.
"We've been on the defensive for
so long, now it's time for us to go on
the offensive and let Castro explain
to the Cuban people why he is denying them the right to have free elections, why he is denying them freedom for political prisoners and why
he is violating their human rights,"
said Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, RFla.
Others working in Congress to
ease the sanctions, though, called the
policy archaic.
"Much ado about nothing," said
Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.,
chairman of the Western Hemisphere
subcommittee of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. "Throwing
worn-out wallpaper on a cracked
foundation just doesn't work."
Alfredo Duran, a veteran of the
failed Bay of Pigs invasion and president of the Cuban Committee for
Democracy, which is seeking to normalize relations with Cuba, agreed.
"Bush's speech was traditional
Cold War rhetoric," he said. "What
Bush fails to grasp is that the only
way to bring about openness in society is to engage and what better way
to engage than through trade and
travel."
In Cuba, there was no immediate
government response to Bush's new

policy. But on the streets of Havana,
some Cubans said they wished the
United States would leave the island
alone.
"The blockade only hurts us regular people," said Rogelio Gomez, an
unemployed restaurant worker.
"We're not doing anything to the
United States. Why doesn't Bush let
us live like we want to live?"
In the East Room of the White
House, which aides had chosen as a
formal backdrop to unveil the Cuba
initiative, Bush said that, while he
was continuing a tough stand against
the Castro regime, he was eager to
help dissidents foster democracy.
The goal,' he said, was not a permanent embargo against Cuba, but
rather freedom for its people.
"Meaningful reform on Cuba's
part will be answered with a meaningful American response," he said.
Pointing to Poland, among other
countries where the United States
has successfully nurtured democracy,
the president pledged to "work to
make life better for people living and
resisting Castro's rule."
"He is a dictator who jails and
tortures and exiles his political opponents," Bush said, charging the Castro
has "turned a beautiful island into a
prison."
Trade, no matter how well intentioned, would "merely prop up this
dictator; enrich his cronies and enhance the totalitarian regime," Bush
said. "It will not help the Cuban
people."
Under the major provisions of his
new initiative, first released by the
White House Sunday, federally
funded Radio and TV Marti broadcasts to Cuba would be enhanced,
and direct assistance to religious and
nongovernmental organizations
would be increased.
Bush announced his new policy
three days after former President
Jimmy Carter finished a historic sixday visit to Cuba, but the president
never mentioned Carter.

Chamber of Commerce president resigns|
Associated Press

ATLANTA - Lindsay Thomas, the president and CEO of the Georgia Chambej
of Commerce, announced Monday that he is resigning from his position.
Thomas, 58, has accepted a position as senior vice president of governmenta
relations for Atlanta Gas Light Resources.
Thomas has led the Georgia Chamber of Commerce through its largest member;
ship growth, and has been credited with shaping the organization as one of th<
leading business advocacy organizations in the state.
Membership was 1,800 when Thomas began in 1996 and has grown to mor<
than 3,100.
Georgia Trend magazine named Thomas the Most Respected CEO of the Yea.
in 2001.
In 1998, Thomas was named chief federal negotiator of the tri-state wate.
compacts for Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
"Serving as president of the Georgia Chamber has been one of the greates
opportunities and honors I have ever been given in my lifetime," Thomas said.
Robert Hatcher, a member of the Georgia Chamber, said the organization wil
miss Thomas' "leadership, vision and style.'"
There was no word on who will replace Thomas.

BURNS, FROM PAGE
than any Democrat. Lovett, the
only other Republican, had raised
$1,500.
But Mobley left the race May 12
following an anonymous email campaign that highlighted alcohol-related
arrests, including an assault on his wife
in 1991.
"Political operatives are threatening to investigate every detail of not
just my past, but the past of everyone
whom I am close to," he told the Savannah Morning News. "It's nothing but
whispers going on.
The email didn't release any new

information Mobley hadn' t already tok I
supporters and reporters, but he said h(|
was scared his supporters would b(|
next..
"Politics are important, but otheil
people's lives are more important," he|
said.
Current campaign finance laws allow I
candidates to transfer funds to anotheil
candidate, an idea Mobley was kickinjI
around. But Burns said Mobley woulcl
return the money to contributors, then the I
current candidates will vie for their dona-|
tions.
"That's the way it should be," he said.l

GAS, FROM PAGE
point."
Georgia's gasoline tax of 7,5
cents per gallon hasn't been raised
since 1971, and only Alaska's 8
cent tax is below double digits. The
Federal tax on motor gasoline is
18.4 cents per gallon.
Terry Lawler, president of Georgians for Better Transportation, a
group that traditionally backs road
projects, said Ross was "absolutely
right" about a possible gas tax increase.
"The biggest challenge we have
now is a lack of funds," he said.
The 7.5 cent tax and a 3 percent
sales tax are the primary sources of
money for road and bridge building
and maintenance in the state. Geor-

1

1

gia has nearly 20,000 miles of state
highways
In a time when most states face
budget deficits from sharp decreases in Individual and Corporate Income taxes, revenue from
gasoline, alcohol and cigarettes
have increased, helping states pay
for programs.
In Georgia, the overall collections for the first nine months of
fiscal year 2002 were down 5.7
percent from the previous year, including 29.5 percent from Corporate Income taxes. But money from
the state's Motor Fuel Tax are up
1.9 percent, to about $6.2 million.
Cigarette, Liquor and Mai t Beverage tax collections were also up.

4 Bedroom 2 bath Special
NO Application Fee!
NO Deposit!
Community Features:
Fitness Center ♦ Resort-Style Pool • State-of-the-art Computer Center • Great Location Near CJampus
Oversized Hot Tub • Individual Lease By the Bedroom 'Sand Volleyball and Basketball Courts
Game Room with Pool Table • Professional On-site Management '24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Apartment Features:
Washer & dryer in each apartment -Furnished apartments 'Ceiling fans with overhead lighting in every bedroom
Individual bedroom locks & keys 'Frost-free refrigerator with ice-maker 'Patios or balconies
Microwave, dishwasher and disposal in all kitchens • High-speed Internet connection in each bedroom

122 Lanier Drive
Located next to Buffalo's Cafe

t£>

912-681-2234
Fax 912-871-6651
www.suhpines.com

An SUH" Community.
SUH- is a trademark of SUH, Inc.
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Sheryl Crow 'soaks up
the sun' with new album

Internet Photo/Guzman

'C'MON C'MON': After a three year hiatus, Sheryl Crow is back on the
Billboard charts with her newest release.
By Andy Moseley
andyl278@yahoo.com

•. In 1998, pop rocker Sheryl Crow
released her "Globe Sessions" album.
After that, she stayed away from the
recording studio for four years, until
1999 when she released a live album.
Now 2002 has marked her triumphant
return to studio albums with "C'mon.
C'mon."
"C'mon, C'mon" debuted at number two on the Billboard 200 album
charts, just a few thousand sales lower
than Ashanti's self-titled debut, and
has yet to fall out of the top ten.
Crow produced the album herself
and chose to record parts of it all over
the United States, from Los Angeles to
New York and from Nashville to Portland.
Sheryl did keep herself very busy
during the years away from the studio,
appearing on what seems like everyone else's albums. She has done duets
with everyone from legendary Willie
Nelson to rocker Kid Rock.
She had a lot of guest help in return
on her new album. "C'mon, C'mon"
opens with the rocking track "Steve
McQueen," in which Crow notes, "all
our popstars look like porn." Following that is "Soak Up The Sun," the first

radio and video hit from the album.
A very upbeat and poppy tune, it
brings to mind images of days on the
beach. Liz Phair provides the first
guest spot, adding in guest vocals.
Phair, like many guests, are in the
background and are not all thatnoticable
in the finished product.
Lenny Kravitz joins Crow for
"You're An Original," and unlike everyone else, can be heard loud and
clear. It's a fairly bland song, but it gets
Kravitz a spot on the album. "Safe And
Sound" was first heard on the "America:
A Tribute to Heroes" telethon, days
after the September 11 attacks.
Crow's good friend Stevie Nicks
adds her raspy touch to the title track
and returns later in the album for "DiamondRoad." "DiamondRoad" doesn't
bring too much to the table.
"It's So Easy" includes Don Henley's
guest vocals. Henley does not add much,
and the song comes off as a plain, adult
contemporary radio hit. A double shot of
solo Crow songs follows with "Over
You" and "Lucky Kid."
While not lyrical masterpieces, both
songs are a lot better than a majority of
what is getting airplay on
See Sheryl Crow, Page 10

MAKEUP, FROM PAGE
would make the student look
like the celebrity.
Gary Dartt, a theatre professor
in the Communication Arts department, has been teaching Stage
Makeup for many years. He discusses the transformation an actor
makes for the stage, and how stage
makeup completes this metamorphosis.
"A major aspect of creating a
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Samuel L. Jackson fights like a Jedi
KRT Campus

He's starred in "Shaft," played a
preaching hit man ("Pulp Fiction") and
he's run from dinosaurs "Jurassic
Park"), but Samuel L. Jackson says he
wanted to play a sword fighter in a "Star Wars" movie.
And so, he is the wise Mace Windu,
friend of Yoda, the greatest of the Jedi
Knights, in "Star Wars: Episode II The Attack of the Clones." He gets to
do some real sword fighting, with his
hero Christopher Lee, no less, and does
a lot more than sit around like he did in
the last installment, "The Phantom
Menace."
"It's the fulfillment of a dream,
after sitting there watching the other
three and trying to figure how you get
in a film like this. Watching films that
were adventurous when I was a kid,
and going home and pretending to be
the hero in the middle of that and
fighting imaginary foes with my imaginary sword," Jackson tells Zap2it. "It's
kind of great to actually end up with a
light-saber in your hand and be in the
middle of something like that."
A light saber has a handle, he explains, with a green extension on it
that's about three and a half feet long.
"It's metal with a plastic coating, so
when you're engaged with otherpeople
with a light-saber, you get this clackclack-clack-clack-clack," he says.
"Being a Jedi is a pretty calm situation, we don't have huge screaming
matches. Mace is a smart guy, but he's
a guy of few words," Jackson says. "He
has this great personal relationship with
Yoda, you'll see two guys that are
essentially friends that care about each
other in the matter of the Jedi order,
that talk about things that aren't necessarily talked about in the Jedi council
room. They share a really personal
relationship."
Although Yoda is completely computer generated, a puppet Yoda was on
the set for Jackson to act with, he says.
"Right before you do the shot, they
walk him into the shot and put him on
a stool, and they do an establishment
shot, ad then they take him away, and
then I do the shot. There was one point
where we were actually walking and
talking together, but because Yodahops
along, I was kind of like taking baby
steps," he says, explaining how they
designed a pod for Yoda to sit in which
would float next to him.
Jackson got the role after meeting
Lucas at the Skywalker Ranch, where
Lucas told him, "I've seen some of the
movies you're in. You're a pretty good

will share one trait with the character
- he'll die. In the next film.
"I'm looking forward to it," Jackson says. "Darth Vader might be
skilled enough to kill me. I intend to
go out in a blaze, though."
He laughs, "Dying in a movie is
WATCHING FILMS THAT WERE ADVENTUROUS as traditional and great as having a
big swordfight like Errol Flynn. I
WHEN I WAS A KID, AND GOING HOME AND
watched James Cagney die for 15
PRETENDING TO BE THE HERO IN THE MIDDLE OF minutes in a movie. As a kid, you do
that, too. Your friends shoot you on
THAT AND FIGHTING IMAGINARY FOES WITH MY
the street when you're playing cowboys and you stagger around, you
IMAGINARY SWORD. IT'S KIND OF GREAT TO
bounce off trees, you fall down, you
ACTUALLY END UP WITH A LIGHT-SABER IN YOUR get back up, you fall down, get back
up. You always want to die that
HAND AND BE IN THE MIDDLE OF SOMETIDNG LIKE way."
Jackson's next major role will
THAT.
be "XXX," which he describes as a
- SAMUEL L. JACKSON new-wave James Bond spy movie.
"I'm the M-like character, I guess.
I'm the guy from that alphabet govto play when he first came on the set in Jackson's Mace. Though he admits ernment agency that recruits them
the last film, Jackson said he was sur- there's a scene he hesitated to do in and runs them and does this really
prised when he was outfitted as a Jedi. the latest film, when he surprises well, and talks tough," Jackson says
Despite the outfit, there was little else Count Dooku, played by Christo- about his co-star Vin Diesel. "Then
for him to do.
pher Lee, and says a typical Sam this guy who's the snowboarder,
'"Phantom Menace' was a kiddie Jackson line: "The party's over."
skateboarder, the bike rider and does
movie. If you can't go in a movie and
Jackson says he loved to hear land jumps off of buildings, and he's
put yourself in the shoes of an 8- stories about old Hollywood from tattooed and raw and rough, and we
year-old, then you'll have problems Lee, who was friends with the late make him a spy."
with it. It was easy for people to be Peter Cushing, who was in "Episode
Until then, Jackson will be swingHan Solo and Luke Skywalker in IV." And though Cushing played a ing his lightsaber and battling legtheir minds and be that kind of hero," villain (as does Lee), Jackson's Jedi endary foes.

create a likeness of actress Julia
Roberts. Roberts has many very
distinctive features, including
deeper eye sockets, a full upper
lip, and a mole below her right
eye. In order to make herself resemble Roberts, Laura used many
different shades of makeup.
She shadowed the upper sides
of her nose near her eyes, in order
to create the illusion of deeper eye
sockets. She also drew a mole
below her eye, and painted her
upper lip larger to create the full
looking lips. Laura then arranged
her long hair in a loose fashion to
resemble Roberts' hairstyle.
She tried many poses, searching for the one that most made her
look like the actress. Laura finally settled on the closed-mouth
half smile that made her lips look
noticeably fuller, and made her
seem like the long lost twin of
Julia Roberts.
The Projects
Creating a likeness is only one
of the many projects the students
complete during the semester in
Stage Makeup. There are twelve
projects during the course, ranging from old age makeup to fantasy to designing a show.
For each project, the students
make a colored pencil sketch of
the character they will create, and
a written description of the.
makeup they will render during
class. They bring their sketches,
descriptions, and makeup kits to
class; they execute the makeup
designs on themselves during the
hour and fifty minutes of class
time.
They also critique one
another's work at the end of each
. class, noting good designs and
possible improvements.

"I'm Ready for My Closeup"
The makeup assignments start
off fairly simple and basic, and
increase in difficulty through the
semester. The first project is called
corrective makeup. For this, the
students read the textbook for the
fundamental guidelines to makeup
application, and attempt to make
themselves as attractive as possible.
The techniques used include
brightening the eyes, elongating
the nose and thinning the cheeks.
Gary Dartt explains, "The makeover is an every day occurrence in
stage makeup."
One of the later projects in the
semester consists of creating nonrealistic fantasy makeup. This
project allows the students a great
amount of creative control in both
choosing a character and executing the makeup design.
The students also get to experiment with brighter colors for this
project, rather than the usual
skintone makeup used in earlier
projects. The makeup designs executed in class ranged from a geisha to a fairy to Frankenstein.
Designing a Show
The most involved project the
students do is designing a show.
The students chose a play or story,
created makeup designs for four
characters in the play, and then
had their classmates carry out the
makeup based on the sketches and
directions given.
Students are allowed to bring
friends to the class, and have their
classmates execute the makeup designs on the visitors. Students
chose plays including "A Midsummer Night's Dream," to "Alice in
Wonderland" to "The Rocky Horror Picture Show."

Internet Photo

MACE WINDU: Samuel L. Jackson plays one of the original Jedi masters fighting the dark-side of the force
in the days before the original Star Wars Trilogy in 'Episode H: Attack of the Clones.'
actor. I don't know why you want to be
in this, because I guess the most you'd
be doing is* saying, 'Run this way.
Look out. Go that way.'"
Not really sure what he was going

Jackson says. "Some adults that were
able to open their minds to it loved it,
too."
The new film delivers more action, including some featuring

1

persona on stage is the 'look' of
that individual," he said. "Certainly costume, hairstyle, movement and gesture are a part of that
look; theatrical makeup can take
years off the performer, or perhaps
add years to the actor. Age,
ethnicity, vocation and environment are part of that image."
Creating a Celebrity Likeness
Laura, a theatre major, chose to

Allison Bennett/STAFF

HARD AT WORK: Laura applies eyeliner to Brad's eyelid for her show
project, the play 'Into the Woods.'

Allison Bennett/STAFF

FINAL TOUCHES: Kati, a fashion design major in the stage makeup
class, applies the last touches of lipstick to her design.
Academy Award Students
Gary Dartt has enjoyed success
in teaching the Stage Makeup
course. Some of the students he
has taught in the past have even
gone on to lucrative stage makeup
careers. One former student, Tom
Woodruff, won the Academy
Award for his special effect
makeup for the film "Death Becomes Her." Woodruff was previously nominated for his makeup
designs in the movie "Alien II."
Stage Makeup, though not a
well-known course, is comprehensive and educational. It is one of
the few courses at GSU that any
student in any major or degree program can enjoy.
Though most of the students
that were in the class spring semester are theatre and communication arts majors, there was also
a journalism major and a fashion
design major. Since no more than
ten people may take the course
each time it is offered, the class is
small enough for the students to
get to know the professor and their

classmates.
Charles Allen, a student in the
Stage Makeup class, said, "This
is a great class. I learned a lot. I
wish it was offered more [often]
so that others can experience what
I did."

Allison Bennett/STAFF

GETTING OLDER: Justin
applies makeup to his neck using
shadowing techniques in order to
age the skin of his neck to help him
resemble wrestler Hulk'Hogan.
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Martin Lawrence visits Medieval
times in the comedy 'Black Night'
By V.A. Patrick Slade
vapsl8@go.com

The concept: a smart-mouthed
theme park worker falls into a moat at
his work place and ends up in England
during the 14th century. The star: Martin Lawrence. The movie: "Black
Knight."
The impression: horrible and lacks
that certain something. Martin Lawrence
lazily breezes through this movie and
really puts no effort in creating a character with depth.
Lawrence plays Jamal, a stereotypical black male from South Central, L.A.
He's lazy, has nothing positive to say,
and is always trying to run one scam or
another. And aside from the few racial
topical jokes, the movie really lacks the
comical essence it needs in order to be a
comedy.
Lawrence' s voyage to the past should
be the source for comic relief, but it isn't
executed well. It seems that Jamal is
played as though he is all knowing and
really doesn't realize the magnitude this
change in scenery has on his life. He's
still as cavalier as he was when he was in
his times. He's not knowledgeable of the
fact that his actions can get him killed.
Maybe it isn't Lawrence's performance that makes this movie as bad as it
is. It could be the story.
The dialog isn't clear, and Jamal's.
Ebonics jargon is quite redundant and
stereotypical. With statements like "my
hommies and wassup my boyz," Jamal
becomes this court jester and mirrors
degrading black characters from early
Hollywood. His performance becomes a
remembrance of minstrel shows of old.
On top of his jester performance,
Lawrence's Jamal also "teaches" the
white citizens of old England how to be
"hip" and "cool." By having the citizens
of the king's court sing a mid-evil version Sly & the Family Stone's "Dance to
the Music" giving the knights his sneakers; and persuading the people to open a
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Internet Photo
BLACK NIGHT: Martin Lawrence stars in the Medieval comedy
about a theme park worker who finds himself in 14th century England
after falling into a moat.
"trot" through restaurant named "Jamal
in the box" Jamal tries to bring a bit of the
21st century to mid-evil England,
The movie moves fairly quickly.
Jamal is immediately thrust into mid-evil
times within minutes of the movie starting, but it seems as though the audience
is lost. When the audience does finally
figure out what the deal is, he's back to
modern times. And with an ending that is
like the "Wizard of Oz" or "Alice in
Wonderland." Jamal's adventure is all a
dream.
All the characters from his dream are

3 Bedroom, 3 Bath
4 Bedroom, 4 Bath
Private patios
Lawn maintenance included
Less than two miles from GSU

various people in his life. "Black Knight"
wasn't expected to be this great epic by
any means. But it is quite disappointing.
Martin Lawrence has lost it and could
have had better material. It doesn't seem
as though he gives his best performance.
The movie does have one bright spot.
The supporting cast is quite hilarious.
Lawrence may not respond to the situation he's in, but the people around him
sure do. If you are looking for Martin at
his best then "Big Mama's House" is the
rent for you. But "Black Knight" is a
close second.

Does fat stand for unfit? Not necessarily

'Hendley'
PROPERTIES,

INC.

21 Greenbriar • Hwy. 67 South • Statesboro
jennadur@frontiernet.net
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(912)681-1166
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We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For the best quality
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud f.

Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rkk
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CAN FAT BE FIT?: Recent research has suggested that obese individuals who sustain certain levels of activity
can be considered fit.
KRT Campus
What' s one of the first things many
of us look at when we're meeting a
new group exercise instructor?
Whether we admit it or not, we
cannot help but check out how "fit"
that instructor looks.
The recent case of plus- size instructor Jennifer Portnick in San Francisco has sparked discussion in the
fitness industry: Can one be fat and fit
at the same time? Do instructors who
are overweight make good role models, or does their weight undermine
their teaching credibility?
Portnick applied to become a
Jazzercise fitness instructor but was
rejectedbecau.se of her size. She stands
5 feet, 8 inches and weighs 240
pounds.
A letter Portnick received from
Maureen Brown, Jazzercise's director of franchise programs, read:
"Jazzercise sells* fitness. ... A
Jazzercise applicant must have a
highermuscle-fatratioandlookleaner
in public'Tortnick's teaching skills
were ncftat issue.

She filed a complaint with the San
Francisco Human Rights Commission against Carlsbad, Calif.-based
dance-fitness company Jazzercise Inc.
Portnick and the company reached
a settlement recently, and Jazzercise
issued this statement: "Recent studies
document that it may be possible for
people of varying weights to be fit.
Jazzercise has determined that the
value of fit appearance' as a standard ■
is debatable, and has therefore
eliminated this as a means of
evaluating franchise applicants."
Portnick became certified as an
instructor and this week begins teaching what she calls high-energy, lowimpact aerobics - not Jazzercise - at
the YMCA in downtown Oakland.
Fitness and fatness are not
mutually exclusive, said Cedric
Bryant, chief exercise physiologist
for the American Council on Exercise.
Bryant points to a study on the relative
importance of fitness and fatness on
morbidity and mortality.
"What researchers found is that in
the most overweight group, those in-

dividuals who were more fit actually
had a more healthy profile than normal-weight individuals who were not
fit." Researchers concluded that individuals who are overweight but maintained an active, high- fitness lifestyle
can, in fact, be fit and fat." These
people represent a small segment of
the overweight population, Bryant
cautioned.
No doubt overweightness and
obesity are national health problems.
But Portnick's case casts light on
society's prejudice against fat.
Some assume that overweight
people cannot be fit. Yet overweight
people have competed in and finished
triathlons.
Some think that an overweight
instructor can't be capable of giving
us a hard workout or teaching a class
without gasping for breath.
Fitness comes in all sizes and
shapes. We need to give overweight
instructors the same benefit of the
doubt we would give slim instructors.
Ultimately, it's their teaching skills
thtf count.
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Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl Lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo lighters
Fish Nets
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Up and down season leads
Baseball into tournament
By Bo Fulginiti
Bodawg38@hotmail.com

For the 2002 GSU Baseball program, the coaches and players endured an unpredictable regular season that became an ongoing quest to
achieve the one magic word that has
haunted them throughout the spring:
consistency.
With a final record of 33-22 (1811 in So Con.), most teams would be
pleased to finish the year a respectable 11 games over .500, and close to
20 wins in conference play.
However, most teams aren' i coming off back-to-back conference titles
either.
In just his third year as skipper of
Eagle baseball, head coach Rodney
Hennon has set the bar of expectations remarkably high. In his first
.. two seasons in Statesboro, he guided
the program to a mark of 80-43 (.650),
; winning two Southern Conference
:
Coach-of-the-Year awards in the pro! cess.
Having set that level of excel: lence for GSU baseball, many fans
■ would be quick to label this season a
; disappointment. But in the 55 games
' played the past four months, there
were many achievements the team
can still be proud of, and with a # 4
seed in the Southern Conference
..Tournament that begins this afternoon in Charleston, S.C., the Eagles
slill have a chance to make the 2002
^campaign a success.
Here's a final look at some of the
unforgettable moments of the regular season, and also na few of the
players that opened eyes along the
vway.
£ • The high-point of the season
There's little doubt the most dra!- matic moment in 2002 was the gameZ winning, three-run blast off the bat
;~of Matt Herring to beat Georgia on
May 8. After blowing a two-run lead
in the top of the last inning, there
appeared little hope the Eagles would

Senior
outfielder
Chris Walker
is a key part of
the Eagles'
success.
score three runs in their final at-bat
against the dominant Bulldog relievers. But with one swing of the bat the
Eagles emerged victorious, and the
fans left the stadium having watched
a game they won't soon forget.
• The low-point of the season
The one series the Eagles would
soon like to forget would be the threegame set in Johnson City, Tenn. on
April 5-7 against conference rival
East Tennessee State. They lost all
three games by a total of four runs,
and capped off a six-game losing
streak.
• A few Eagles that soared
Matt Herring, Junior, OF/DH:
This slugger led the team with 14
homeruns and 70 RBI's in just 203
at-bats, and also led the team in batting average at a gaudy .389.
Chris Walker, Senior, OF: He
was again a nightmare for opposing
catchers, stealing 46 bases in 51 attempts. But just as impressive was
his .346 average he reached after
starting all 55 games for GSU, proving to all critics he's a solid allaround player, and not just a speedster on the base-path.
Dennis Dove, Sophomore, RHP:
He emerged as the team's best pitcher
and finished the season with a final
mark of 6-3 and a 2.83 ERA, not to
mention 75 K's in just 57.1 innings
pitched. And the best part is that he
still has two years left.
• Who's on deck?
The GSU Eagles are set to face
the #5 seed UNC Greensboro Spartans this afternoon at 4:00 at Joe
Riley Park in Charleston, SC in the
opening round action of the Southern
Conference Tournament.

,

GSU Golf heads to NCAA's
Sixth-place finish sends Eagles
to NCAA Championships for
the second straight year
By Dennis Hightower

three-round total of 891 (+27).
Augusta State, with a final round
ROSWELL, Ga.—For the sec- of one-over 289, was the only team
ond straight year, the GSU golf team' to better GSU in Saturday's third and
is going to the NCAA Champion- final round.
ships.
"I'm really proud of Travis for
GSU carded the second-best score bouncing back the way he did from
in the final round of the East Re- Friday's round," Mays said.
"And what can you say about
gional to propel them to a sixth-place
David? He really
finish, ensuring
them a place in
showed me somethe 30-team field NCAA East Regional" Final Scores thing today shooting even par. We
next week in CoTop 10
1. Clemson
876(+12)
lumbus, Ohio.
knew he was ca2. Georgia Tech
876(+12)
"This is a trepable of playing a.
3. North Carolina
877(+13)
mendous aclot better and he
4. Augusta State
885(+21)
went out there and
complishment,"
S. Virginia Comm.
888(+24)
6, Georgia Southern
891(+27)
did it."
said second-year
7. Auburn
893(+29)
GSU head coach
McKeever
8. Georgia
896(+32)
added, "Back-toLarry Mays,
9. Florida
899 (+35)
who has led the
back NCAA ap10. Ala.-Birmingham
899(+35)
Eagles to backpearances is a plus
Georgia Southern
to-back NCAA
for our program
t3. Tyler McKeever
70-71-73 (-2)
and in recruiting."
Championship
$8. Travis Mobley
71-77-71 (+3)
appearances for
Overall, topt87. Justin Kolumber 77-73-84 (+18)
the first time
ranked Georgia
t96. Aron Price
81-77-78 (+20)
tl20. David Elmore
83-87-72 (+26) Tech surged on the
since 1979 and
front nine and led
1980. "I said at
by as many as four
the beginning of
the week we have a track record of shots over 36-hole leader Clemson at
playing well on really tough golf one point, but the Tigers rallied on
courses, and we came through again. the back side as the Atlantic Coast
"We were in the same position Conference teams tied for the chamlast year going into the final round of pionship.
the regional, and we got it done toTech posted a 10-over-par team
day, just like we did a year ago."
score of 298 for a tournament total of
12-over 876, making up the one-shot
Sophomore Tyler McKeever finished tied for third place overall, deficit after 36 holes.
Clemson shot 299, led by junior
with a score of two-under par. Junior
Travis Mobley shot one-under 71 D.J. Trahan, who shot his third
and David Elmore' s even-par 72, led straight subpar round with a 71.
Senior Kris Mikkelsen and freshthe Eagles fired a six-over 294 for a
Hightowerl2181@hotmail.com
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OHIO BOUND: David Elmore sinks a putt to help GSU advance to next
week's NCAA Championships in Columbus, OH.
man Chan Wongluekiet paced the
Yellow Jackets, each carding a 74.
State schools Georgia and Augusta State also qualified for the tour-

nament. This is the second year in a
row that GSU, UGA, Georgia Tech
and Augusta State have all made the
, NCAA Championships.
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Summer 2002
Regents' Test
Registration
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Students may now register for the Regents' Test on
WINGS. Log in and register for the test as if you were
registering for a class. In the "subject" line, look for
Regents' Test. If you have any questions, please
contact the Testing Office in the Williams Center.
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Lunch Buffet
11 am to 2 pm
only 3.99
Dinner Buffet 4.99
(weekdays only 6-8)
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NO LATE REGISTRATION
OR STANDBY REGISTRATION
WILL BE AVAILABLE.
First-time registrants or those who have taken and failed both parts of the
test must register for sections labeled Regents' Test Reading and Essay.
Wlwn registering, choose a time that will not conflict with your schedule. You will
not be alloived to change or niter your selected registration time, place, or section.
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TODAY'S QUOTE

Covering the

"You've got to be
careful if you don't know
where you're going,
because you might not get
there..." - Yogi Berra
Wednesday, May 22, 2002
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Eng. channel
Lofty poem
Hungarian dish
Face in the
mirror
Buchanan or
Riley
Pooh's creator
Zenith
Counting
Necessary
Long period
Most stalwart
Having a
tapering end
To's companion
Sawyer's pal
Choral voice
Commissioned
officer
Stretch the truth
Geraldo and
Chita
London lav.
Brooks/Candy
comedy
Group of larks
Farm building
Viral infection
Noxious swamp
gases
Opera text
Limb
Of Athena
Characterized by
coarse humor
Justice Fortas
Say again
Request
sequitur
Mexican shawls
_ Plaines, IL
Turf piece
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SAVE MONEY! I have Anthropology World
History and MGNT 3130 books for sale. They will
be used forsummer and fall. Please call soon!8716518
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DON'T WOB.RY, ISABEL. I DID
THE SAKE THING AT THAT AGELOOK HOW I TURNED OUT!

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of things
to do that are educational and fun. On-line at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/
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FOR SALE: two bedroom sets, kitchen table,
brass lamps, and television stand. New and in
good condition. Prices are negotiable all must
go. Call 871-5075.
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* STUDENTS BEWARE

FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student and
faculty ads to be run in the George-Anne must
have a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not
have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The GeorgeAnne is the official student newspaper of Georgia
Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided
by GSU.Thenewspaperistheoldest continuously
d in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or
the individual authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Student Media
Committee, the administration, the faculty and
staff of Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne
is published three times weekly during the
academic year and five times during summers.
' Any questions regarding content should be
directed to the editor at by phone at 912/6815246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also
send electronic messages to the newspaper
staff by visiting our web site at http://
www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro,
Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/6185418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising copy
is Noon, one week prior to the intended publication
date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: David Brennaman,
Advertising Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, (912)
681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort to
present correct and complete information in
advertisements. However, the advertiser is
responsible for proofing the ad upon publication
and should notify the newspaper immediately in
the event of an error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in advertisements and
its liabilityforadjustments is limited tothe amount

1

58

60

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate
products and services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying to ads —
particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money in
advance of the delivery of a product or service.
Students are also urged to report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which they might see in an
ad. Remember, if an offer seems too good to
be true, it probably is.
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10 G-A Action Ads
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EVERYTHING
MUST
GOM
SALE,
MICROWAVE,
VCR,
WATERBED,
ENTERTAINMENT SET, TV CART, PRICES
NEGOTIABLE. CALL 681-2772.

PICK A CARD, ANY^
CARD. . .OK, NOW
TURN AROUND. . .

"

B5/1 3/02

PICK A CARD, ANY
CARD.

~AHH, YES, I SEE YOUR]
POINT, DOROTHY. J

GRADUATION SALE pull-outsofa,doublesized
bed, desk, night table, dresser, VCR. All bargain
prices for more info call Mike @ 871-3356 before
June 8.
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Hot dogs
Slugger Roger
Enraged
Dark yellow
Notes of scales
Trojan War story
Too

51
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sophisticated
Societal no-no
Upright
Slapstick ammo
Time period
Track circuit
Had a bite

of space the error occupied in the ad. Further, the
newspaper is' not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular edition at the regular
advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be noncommercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address, and
phone number. No free ads taken via telephone
-at this price we don't take dictation. One free
ad per person per week. Commercial classified
are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail
subscriptions are not availabel at this time.
However, readers may visit our web site for free
access to current and past issues. Visit
www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition placed on-line
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will
be placed on-line as warranted. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus through delivery
sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus
sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy,
and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at
distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents
each and are available at the Williams Center.
However, unauthorized removal of additional
copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will
seek to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of
ourslogan- "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them AII"-from Robert Williams of the
Blackshear Times. Call Bob and he can tell you
who he stole it from originally.

140 Help Wanted
SUMMERWORKstudypositionsavailable. Must
have work study authorization form from Financial
Aid. Call 681-0634 to schedule an interview.
MARKETING TEAM expanding to area seeking
two ambitious people to train an develop. Send
resume
with
cover
letter
to:
natashadams@mailexel.com.

1994 16X70 Fleetwood Mobile home 3BR 2BA
appliances included good condition $14,000
negotiable. Call jessi 912-852-9057.

televisions

SUBLEASE AN apartment for summer. Free
cable and water. Rent is $360 per month for one
person or $180 per month for two people. Call
871-5439 for more info, ask for Nichole.
3BR/2BA HOME for rent in quiet country setting.
Please call 489-5194
SUMMER SUBLEASE. Bed/bath woodlands.
Female, rent negotiable, brand new w/d, DSL. I'll
pay you $100 cash to sign 681-3260 or
joresginny @ hotmail.com.
3BR/2BA HOME for rent in quiet country setting.
Please call 489-5194
SUBLEASE THREE bedroom townhouse, $750
month, one mile from campus, available August
1st, can be earlier if needed, daytime phone 4867871, evenings, weekends 489-9002.
RENTING HOUSE at 402 Marvin Ave. for $600/
month to doctoral student, staff orfaculty member.
Call 681-1128 or 404-299-0985. house located
1/4 mile from GSU.
CHEAP SUMMER sublease. Fully furnished
room. W/D, dishwasher, and microwave
available. Walking distance to campus. FREE
POWER if sublease signed before May 3,2002.
Rent $199 per month and one fourth utilities. If
interested please call Norman at 681-6947.

BV BULK O'KEEFE mmmM

PAUL
cm vou mm m NOW?

GOOD/ CAN VOti HEflK '
ME tiOm 600D?

CM VOU, HEAR ME (VOW?
600W CAN yO0 HEAR
ME /VOW? 600W HOW
ABOUT NOW, CAN VOQ
HEAR ME NOW? GOOW

I LOVE THAT COMMERCIAL.
THE 61W SAVS, "CM ¥<XI
HEAR ME NOW?" AND THEN
HE SMS "600W" OVER
m OVER. HERE, LEMME
SHOW
VOU.

SUMMER SUBLEASE. Garden District. Two
bedroom Townhouse. $335 per month. Will rent
to one or two people. Call Ashley at (229)3471570.
ROOM AVAILABLE immediately. Short and
long term sublease possible. Furnished room.
W/D, dishwasher, microwave, very close to
campus, sign sublease before June 15th and get
$50 in cash from me. Rent $199 per month and
1/4 utilities. Ask for Norman at (912)681 -6947.

230 Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for Fall. Great 2
bedroom, 2 bath in a quiet location. $275/month.
Includes water and lawn care. Call 481-0659.

ROOMMATES NEEDED, two quiet responsible.
females needed to share 3 BD 3BA duplex
located in Countryside. Quiet neightborhood.
Rent 230/month.Please call 489-2317 for more
info.

290 Travel

1998 HONDA Accord DX 132,000 miles, cold a/
c, cd player, 2nd owner $1,800. Ask for Danielle
at 871-3830.

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site
for list of places to visit and things to do that are
both educational and fun. On-line at http://

www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

ROOMS & PASTURES for rent. Single
mom with schoolaged child has two (2)
rooms to rent. Home atmosphere in
quiet, country setting 3.5 miles from
college. Must like kids and animals and
must be trustworthy. Large room
completely furnished. Rent includes all
utilities, private phone, internet access,
washer/dryer, and several meals weekly.
Refererences required. Prefer single
femals but other situations will be
considered. $500/month. Call 852-9688
afternoons/evenings. Pasture and
shelter available for up to two horses for
a small fee.

$250/day potential
Bartending
Training provided
-800-293-3985, ext. 312

The Seasons
APARTMENTS
NEW LOW RATES!
$235 • 2 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer in all units
Pool, volleyball court,
fishing lake, quiet, safe.

• YOU MUST COMPLETE THIS PART TO QUALIFY FOR FREEBIE -

Phone #
...v..-

PARKER REALTY
MARCIAL. PARKER
ASSOCIATE BROKER

FRANK

C. PARKER
BROKER

32 EAST MAIN STREET • STATESBORO, GA 30458
OFFICE: 912/764-5623 • FAX: 912/764-8360

One and Two Bedroom Units
Furnished & Unfurnished
1/4 Mile from GSU Campus
Quiet Environment
No Pets • Flexible Leases
Application/Deposit Required
ONE BEDROOM
Two BEDROOM

c
$26000—$300100
c
$37500—$450400
(per month)

819 Robin Hood Trail, #91
Statesboro • 681-2440

Varsity Lodge Apartmen

Sign on in May,
June, or July and
your 1st month
rent is 99ff.
POB

by Sprengelmeyer & Dav

220 Rentals & Real Estate

MALE ROOMMATE needed Aug. 1. Brand new
house at Planters Row. Rent $325 month plus 1 /
3 utilities. Call Floyd or Stephen at 681 -8490.

ARE YOU a finance major? I have finance books
for sale for much cheaper than the bookstore $80
books as low as $50-$60! Call 681-3004

CAPTAIN RIBMAN

MOBILE HOME for rent, $500/month, 16x80,
1995 Fleetwood, 2Bd, 2Ba, will hold for July 02
with deposit. Call 871-2703.

FOR AFFORDABLE lawn care call Brian at 481 2984. Please help a college student pay his rent.
Thank You!

55 Books - Swap or Sell

I'LL SAY! A FINGER DOWN THEl
THROAT IS PRETTY STRONG,
BODY LANGUAGE, LEWIS.

165 Mobile Homes

FALL ROOMMATE NEEDED. Share a trailer in
Statesboro. $275/month. Call Desiree at 6875502.

MAZDA 626 1994. Excellent condition. 4895587 or 681-5545. Gregory

TAKE THAT won AN OVER THERE
. . .HER BODY LANGUAGE TELLS
f\E SHE'S NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED I/V M£ RIGHT NOW.

FOR SALE - Cordless playstation controllers,
computer monitor, motorcycle helmet, reptile
cage decorations. Call Kevin 764-6871.

20 Announcements

40 Autos for Sale

(WE BECOME AN EXPERT AT
READING THE SUBTLETIES OF
V^
BODY LANGUAGE

160 Miscellaneous for Sale

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

......

0

LEWIS, WHAT KIND OF
LArAE CARD TRICK IS THIS
IF YOU HAVE TO MAKE
V PEOPLE TURN AROUND?/

FOR SALE: Dark blue reclining sofa with
matching reclining chair. Like new! $450. Call
912-823-3443

62

Rip Us Off,

I Name

Page
PO WHATEVER IT TAtUi
. . . GET THAT T£DDY|
BEAR AWAY FROM
AIM IMMFDIATfLY.

W COUSIN'S NEPHEW IS IO AND STILL CARRIES }
A TEDDY HEAR AROUND EVERYWHERE.
J

90 Education

H '

40

11

22

27

Ab

10

9

'

■/'A

29

of gnats

Lewis

19

"

10 Coll. course
11 Little green man,
e.g.
12 Proboscis
13 Comic
Youngman
19 Gym padding
21 Continental
59
60
currency
61
24 Pocket breads
62
25 Individuals
63
26 Travelers'
64
stopover
65
28 Roll up
29 Molinaro and
DOWN
Martino
1 Memory units
30 Cup rim
2 Push upward
31 Zodiac sign
3 Fortes
32 Reitman or Lendl
4 Not close33 Marine shocker
minded about
34 Alaskan chain
5 "Divine Comedy" 35 LCD month
poet
36 Trifle
.6 Needle boxes
38 500 sheets of
7 Highlander
paper
8 Rower
41 Natl. TV network
9 Thurman of film 42 Ran in the wash

48
53
54
55

1

*
5

21

20

like a swarm

n?ASSTFTRDS:FTC:

Crossword
1
4
7
14

campus

1 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOM
& STUDIO APARTMENTS
24-hour Maintenance Service • Friendly & Helpful Staff
Self-Serve Laundry Facilities
Air Conditioned/ Cable Ready/ Internet Ready
Tennis Courts-Volleyball-Swimming Pool
E-mail: vlodge@frontiernet.net

681-4312

111 Rucker Ln • Across Hwy 301 At GSU Entrance
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Schools drop yearbook's print
version for new technological media
CRT Campus
FORT WAYNE - For the first
ime at Taylor University's Fort
Vayne campus, the student yearbook
vill be published on CD
tOM next year - and only
m CD-ROM.
Instead of thumbing
hrough the thick,
;lossy pages of a
■earbook, students
vill sit in front of a
omputer screen nd hear cheers at a
.ady
Falcons
iasketball game or
vatch
seniors
lancing at the
nnual banquet.
Instead
of'
canning row after *
ow of student
lictures of former
lassmates in The
! fine
yearbook,
;raduates and students
night link to an old friend's
'ersonal home page, then
end him or her an e-mail.
Welcome to the new sights
nd sounds of the school
earbook. The trend is catching
_ mostly in high schools, always
s a supplement to the print version.
A school switching cold turkey to
-D - as Taylor will - is unusual, said
'aul Wrider of Yearbook Interactive.
Wrider, an account manager for
he Salt Lake City-based software
!nd duplication services company,
laid the industry has learned the hard
Vay that students are reluctant to
Iccept memories in formats lessactile.
! At one time, Yearbook Interactive

figured it had outmaneuvered the
print market with CD multi-media
features and low production costs.
That was five years ago. Now,

many companies have folded or work
with longstanding print yearbook
publishers such as Jostens and Herff
Jones. It's taught tech companies it
takes more than multimedia bells and
whistles to get students to give up
certain forms of memorabilia, Wrider
said. "There's too much tradition in

the print yearbook."
Christina Gaskill, a Herff Jones
yearbook consultant working with
Taylor, said the college "is the only
school I know of going completely to
a CD version."
So far, the ride into digital
territory has been rough
for Taylor's yearbook
staff members, who are
trying to excite the rest
of the 500-student
campus.
"We're all
going to miss
the feeling of a
book to hold,
but students
aren't realizing
the things they'd
gain,"
said
•Jessica
Hochstetler,
editor of The
Vine.
Many students
were
less
than
impressed, said first-year
student Timmy Benzinger,
who is concerned a CD
yearbook might become
obsolete and that it assumes
everyone has access to a
computer.
Most importantly, CD is
more difficult to personalize,
he said. "You can't really sign
a CD very well."
But on CD, Hochstetler said,
college memories are enhanced
with sound and video. "You really
get to relive the experience."
She predicts CDs will be around
for a long time, or will become
transferable to the next hot medium.

CAMPUS CONTROVERSY: SSSSST
KRT Campus

The newspaper said DeArmond acting as spokesman for a black student
ST. PAUL - The University of was fired within the past week for job coalition that met with newspaper
Minnesota's student newspaper has performance issues unrelated to the representatives Friday.
Winston said the Daily should
posted an apology on its Web site for* cartoon. DeArmond denied he was
fired
and
said
he
worked
all
day
last
refund
the Twin Cities campus' 1,400
a cartoon published this week. But
black
students
for the portion of their
black students say they may still Sunday, which was his last day on
student
fees
$6.12
per student - that
boycott the paper for something they the job because of the semester's
end.
helps support it. The total would be
think is racist.
In the Daily's end-of-semester $8,568, which Winston said could be
The cartoon, drawn by former
Minnesota Daily graphic designer issues, the stories are all spoofs, used to support black student groups
on campus. The
MikeDeArmond,
^^ Daily gets about 20
spoofs hip-hop
culture
and
IT'S JUST A STEREOTYPE. ... WE'RE ALWAYS percent of its money
from the university
depicts a young
but is independent in
black
man FIGHTING THOSE EVERY DAY. WHEN THEY DO
its editorial content.
denying
he
This past school
impregnated a MESSAGES LIKE THAT, IT AFFECTS STUDENTS
year, it received
girlfriend he WHO DON'T KNOW AFRICAN-AMERICANS
$398,879 in student
accuses of being
feesand$108,150in
promiscuous. It PERSONALLY, AND IT AFFECTS US BECAUSE
state money for
uses stereotypical
faculty and staff fees.
urban slang, and WE'RE JUST TRYING TO MOVE FORWARD IN
About 80 percent of
background RACE RELATIONS. 99
the paper's budget
props include a
- JOHNNY D. OLIVER comes
from
bottle of malt
U OF MINNESOTA SOPHOMORE advertising.
liquor and a
^^^—^^—
Shanna Orr, the
poster of slain "■"■"■"""■■^^
newspaper's
gangsta rapper
usually with pseudonym bylines. incoming president, who is black, said
Tupac Shakur.
"The whole cartoon is offensive," DeArmond's cartoon, titled the odds were "pretty good" that the
said sophomore Johnny D. Oliver "Thuggish Ruggish," was written newspaper would stop publishing
parody issues.
Jr., a political science major. "It's under the pseudonym "butter D."
"I'm really disappointed it
"This was my screw-up,"
just a stereotype. ... We're always
fighting those every day. When they outgoing Editor in Chief Mike happened," Orr said.
Students said Friday that it wasn't
do messages like that, it affects Wereschagin told the group. "Didn't
students who don't know African- mean it to be malicious. Didn't mean the first time the Daily had published
an offensive cartoon, handing out
Americans personally, and it affects it to be derogatory."
Studentcoalition leaders will meet copies of one printed in October 2000
us because we're just trying to move
with the newspaper this week to again that was a take-off on the movie
forward in race relations."
DeArmond, who is white, said he talk about their demands, which also "Bamboozled." It showed President
used a couple of lines from rap songs include the formation of a task force Mark Yudof in blackface.
They also talked about other
and was inspired by "college culture, working with the newspaper on
universities, including Texas A&M and
MTV pop culture." "I apologize if I diversity issues.
"If we don't see progress, be ready Colorado College, whose student
offended anyone," said DeArmond.
"I actually hoped black people would not to read the paper," said Hollies newspapers published racially tinged
Winston, a second-year law student cartoons this year.
think it would be funny."

Students try to
find summer
jobs, internships
KRT Campus

Luxury Living... "Southern Style
• Brand new unfurnished apartments
• Private 2 bedroom/2 bath
• Walk-in closets
• Vaulted ceilings
• Track lighting
• Ceiling fans
• Private back patio
• Designer crown molding
• Two-tone paint

Monitored instrusion alarm
Continuous high-speed internet
access in each bedroom
Clubhouse with state-of-the-art
fitness center
Business/computer lab
Resort-style pool
Sand volleyball court
Basketball court

• All-new appliances to include:
frost-free refrigerator with
icemaker, dishwasher & full-size
washer and dryer
• Ample parking
• Convenient campus access
• Planned resident activities
• Professional on-site management
• Pets welcome w/ some restrictions

LEASE TODAY,
GET $150 TODAY!
Limited Time Offer

100 Woodland Drive • Statesboro, GA
Mon-Fri 8am-7pm • Sat 10am-4pm
www.woodlandsofstatesboro.com

(912) 681-6441

GEORGIA MSk
POWER
A SOUTHMM COMNNT

I3333333S1

WASHINGTON - Last summer,
Tyrone McCandies thought he would
have it easy. After graduating from
Howard University in Washington,
D.C., with a degree in radio
production, McCandies was sure he' d
be able to land at least a summer
internship with his new education.
But he was wrong.
"Once I graduated, it was real
hard for me to find anything in my
field," said McCandies, 24. "It was
like the job market just closed up
instantly."
This year, many more students will
be faced with McCandies' dilemma:
finding something to do for the summer
after classes have ended.
With the recession of the U.S.
economy, many employers have
chosen to pass on hiring summerinterns
in an attempt to save money. According
to a survey conducted by the National
Association for Colleges and
Employers, job hiring for students in
college has dropped 36 percent in 2002
as compared to figures from 2001. As
a result, students are faced with the
choice of spending the summer
relaxing, or finding, a job, any job, to
occupy them for the summer break.

SHERYL CROW,
FROM PAGE 1
pop stations and MTV. "It's
Only Love" features what is surely
the strangest guest vocalist,
Gwyneth Pal trow.
Strangely enough, Paltrow is
pretty good. Maybe that singing
in the movie "Duets" paid off after
all. Natalie Maines of the Dixie
Chicks joins Crow for "Abilene."
Crow has worked with Natalie
and the Chicks before for a live
version of Crow's "Strong
Enough" as well as on a Lifetime
concert special, and they always
mesh well together. Finally comes
"Weather" Channel," a haunting
song featuring Emmylou Harris.
The tale of loneliness and the
perpetual hunt for a companion is
a sad yet strong ending to the
album. The summer will bring
many albums from criticallyacclaimed artists such as Dave
Matthews Band and Weezer. The
first of those released is most
definitely "C'mon, C'mon." It is
worth a listen.
i
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